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Cybercom signs 3-year contract with AMS Denmark  
 

Cybercom signed two new contracts with AMS* Denmark for development 
of all AMS systems and their administration. This three-year contract may 
be extended. 
 
"The AMS Denmark contract is very valuable for Cybercom," says Thomas Barge, managing director, 
Cybercom Sweden South. "Public sectors in Sweden and Denmark face huge challenges due to increased 
demand for cost-effective solutions and for more available IT support. The contract is important for the 
company and staff in the Öresund region and the entire Group." 
 
AMS estimates that the procurement is worth about DKK 180 million – split into two parts – DKK 120 million for 
development and DKK 60 million for system administration. As a selected frame agreement partner, Cybercom 
gets fantastic opportunities for exciting assignments and projects. 
 
"Cybercom won the AMS Denmark deal in tough competition during the winter in an EU procurement project," 
says Rune Svennelid, account manager, Cybercom Sweden South. "Cybercom is one of six companies that 
won development contracts that extend over three years with extension possibilities. The system administration 
contract was granted to a consortium that includes two Danish companies - Knowledge Cube and Platon. 
Together, we represent the expertise necessary to manage all AMS operations' systems and processes – to 
enable establishment of state-of-the-art system administration."   
  
AMS Denmark has the same public administration function as AMS Sweden. Their overall goal is to help 
employers and potential employees to find each other. Cybercom helped fulfil one objective by taking turnkey 
responsibility for jobnet.dk, which was developed throughout the years. A rewarding partnership that now led to 
another show of confidence by being selected as an AMS Denmark supplier. Previously, Cybercom was 
responsible for Jobnet operation, which makes Cybercom a true turnkey supplier. 
 

*Arbejdsmarkedsstyrelsen (AMS) = national labour market board (employment office) 
 

 
Find out more, contact: 
 
Thomas Barge, managing director, Cybercom Sweden South +46 70 82 59 602 
Rune Svennelid, account manager, Cybercom Sweden South +46 70 22 34 698 
Andreas Nikolajsen, AMS Denmark +45 35 28 82 78 
Patrik Anshelm, acting IR and communications manager, Cybercom Group +46 70 971 12 84 
 
About Cybercom 
The Cybercom Group is a high-tech consultancy that offers global sourcing for end-to-end solutions. The Group established itself as a 
world-class supplier in these segments: portals, mobile solutions, embedded systems, e-commerce, and business support systems. Thanks 
to its extensive industry and operations experience, Cybercom can offer strategic and technological expertise to these markets: telecom, 
Internet, and media (TIM); banking and financial services; automotive; national defence; and the public sector. The Group employs about 
1850 persons and runs projects worldwide. Cybercom has 27 offices in 11 countries. Since 1999, Cybercom’s share has been quoted on 
the OMX Nordic Exchange. Find out more at: www.cybercomgroup.com. 
 


